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1. Introduction

Since the television first became commercially available from the late 1930s, it has affected to people a

lot. It provides lots of contents from educational programs to 3S. It leads and changes the public opinions.

As a substitution of radio and newspaper, television has been doing its role of main mass medium.

The first TV broadcasting services in Korea started at 12 May, 1956. After 1956, television affects to

Korean's life and society a lot and there have been lots of changes in terms of its technological aspects.

Color television service was started in 1980 in Korea. Cable TV, Satellite TV, Digital TV and DMB were

introduced and every Korean person is enjoying at least one of them.

In these days, television technologies are developed quickly. There must be a big changes in the near

future. This paper will discuss from the recent television technologies to the Korean television industry

including players, regulations and market. And some suggestions will be provided.

2. Literature Review of Television Technologies

2.1. Digital Television

(1) Korean Digital Television

Korean government made a basic plan for adopting digital television(DTV) in 1997. Based on that

plan, New Generation Broadcasting Consortium was made in March and Driving Commission of

Digital Broadcasting was constructed. There were lots of discussions and researches through 1997, and

8-VSB technology, which was developed by US, was decided as a standard for Korean DTV

broadcasting in 20 November. DTV service in Korea started in 2001, and DTV now covered more

than 90% of South Korea. According to the plan of KBS, DTV will cover the whole Korea in 2010.

[Figure 01] The Coverage of HDTV in Korea 1)

(2) Features of Digital Television

Why did Korea adopt digital TV? What's the advantage of it? In this session, some important

advantages will be showed.

At first, transmission efficiency is higher than it of analog television technology. In other words, it is

possible to deliver high definition video or to broadcast multi-channel by using same bandwidth to

analog television. Secondly, it is possible to cast to wider service area with same power. And

1) 목하균. 2007. p65
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extensibility is better. The technology of DTV enables interactive TV, high speed data broadcasting

and chargeable broadcasting through scrambling.

In short summary, DTV technology is better than analog TV in terms of high definition video, high

quality sound, multiple function and universal services.

(3) System Model of Digital TV

In this part, one DTV system, which is developed by ITU-R Task Group 11/3, will be discussed

because it is applied and used now in Korea.

[Figure 02] The System Model of DTV 2)

The data of DTV is classified into four types; video data, audio data, ancillary data and control data.

DTV broadcasting uses 6MHz channel. It is same to NTSC. However, the original data of DTV is

about 1Gbps, so it must be compressed much. In ITU-R model, video data is compressed by MPEG-2

video stream syntax and Dolby AC-3 Digital Audio Compression is used for compression of audio

data. The whole data is compressed into about 19Mbps data and delivered through the air.

2.2. Cable Television

The world first cable television(CATV) service started in United States in 1950s, and it was introduced to

Korea in 1995. Because CATV system needs the coaxial cable, it is hard to start. However it has lots of

advantages in terms of broadband after taking off its service.

There exists some different CATV technologies such as DOCSIS, PacketCable, OpenCable, CableHome,

Go2Broadband and DVB-C. Among those technologies, OpenCable will be discussed here.

(1) OpenCable

OpenCable was developed by US organization, CableLabs. In 1996, FCC in United States made

Telecom Act, and CableLabs started its project in 1997. Finally, it was adopted by Korean government

in 2002.

2) 목하균. 2007. p66
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[Figure 03] The Architecture of OpenCable 3)

The main part of OpenCable system is categorized into four part: contents, headend, devices and

consumers. OpenLabs stipulates the required technological aspects in each part in terms of hardware

and software. In addition, they have a migration plan for the future. The technology will be applied

into portable media.

[Figure 04] The Migration of OpenCable 4)

(2) OpenCable vs. DVB-C

OpenCable was developed in US and applied in US and Korea. European countries developed their

own technology also. DVB developed DVB-C for CATV. Both are important technologies, and they

have some similarities. The following table shows differences and similarities in terms of technological

features.

OpenCable DVB-C

Video Compression MPEG-2

Multiplexing MPEG-2 TS

Audio Compression Dolby-Ac-3 MPEG-2 Audio

Modulation
In Band

Digital
Down Stream 64, 256QAM 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 QAM

Analog
Down Stream NTSC RF AM-VSB

Out of
Band Down/Up QPSK / Differential Coding

3) 이상대. 2002
4) 이상대. 2002
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OpenCable DVB-C

Speed

In Band Digital
Down Stream

27Mbps(64QAM)
39Mbps(256QAM)

25Mbps(16QAM)
38Mbps(64QAM)

52Mbps(256QAM)

Out of
Band

Down 1.544, 2.048, 3.088Mbps 1.544, 3.088Mbps

Up 0.256, 1.544, 3.088 Mbps

Frequency

In Band

Digital
Down Stream

54-864MHz 70-862MHz
Analog

Down Stream

Out of
Band

Down 70-130MHz 70-130MHz, 300-862Mbps

Up 5-42MHz 5-65MHz

RF
Channel
Spacing

In Band

Digital
Down Stream

6MHz 8MHz
Analog

Down Stream

Out of
Band

Down 1.0, 2.0, 1.5MHz 1.0, 2.0MHz
Up 0.792, 1.0, 2.0MHz 0.2, 1.0, 2.0MHz

Channel
Coding

In Band Digital Down
Stream Randomization

R-S coding
Convolutional InterleavingOut of

Band Down

[Table 01] Comparison of OpenCable and DVB-C 5)

2.3. IPTV

IPTV stands for Internet Protocol Tele-Vision.

(1) Service Structure

Following figure shows the service structure of IPTV. IPTV platform is constituted by headend,

backbone network, access network and user equipment.

[Figure 05] Service Structure of IPTV 6)

Generally, its structure is client-server structure. It is simple and its network function is limited. As a

5) 이상대. 2002.
6) 양선희 외. 2007. p3
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result, the introduction of the new service is easy. However, as the number of services increases, the

whole network become complex and the limitation such as QoS and extensibility can emerge.

(2) Standard Technology

Lots of organization acts to make a standard for IPTV; ITU, DSL Forum, DVB, IETF, ETSI, ISMA,

DLNA, CEA, ATIS. Following table shows some important technologies among them.

Service

Middleware ACAP/OCAP/MHP

Codec MPEG-2 TS(SD, HD)
H.264

Contents Protection CAS

Metadata Basic EPG

Transmission

QoE / QoS MPLS, DiffServ

Protocol IP/UDP/RTP
MPEG-2TS(H.264)

Multicast PIM-SSM/IGMPv2/IGMPv3

Access xDSL, Ethernet/E-PON

[Table 02] Current Core Technologies of IPTV 7)

Three important organization exits and they leads the standardization of each technologies. ATSC

developed ACAP, and it is applied in US and Korea. KT adapt this technologies. And CJ CableNet

uses different technolgies which is OCAP, developed by CableLabs. this is applied also in US and

Korea. European countries made a different oragnization, DVB. DVB made MHP and this is applied

in Europe. MHP is also used in Korea, but it is for satellite TV, not for IPTV.

(3) Future Prospects of IPTV

IPTV will be developed through the three steps.

[Figure 06] IPTV Migration 8)

First, legacy telecommunication technology and broadcasting technology will be converged and existing

broadcasting service will be provided through IP base. As a result, basic broadcasting service, MMoD

and basic interactive TV will be serviced.

Second, IPTV will be differentiated and diffuse as a universal service. Broadcasting, Internet,

7) 양선희 외reconstructed from . 2007. p12
8) 양선희 외. 2007. p10
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home-network will be converged and it will support full interactive service, UCC and 3rd party

contents.

At last, mobile service based on IP will be possible. People can enjoy IPTV through every portable

media. In this stage, the service structure will be changed into integrated service control structure

based on IMS. Following Figure shows it.

[Figure 07] IPTV Structure based on IMS 9)

9) 양선희 외. 2007. p13
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3. Korean Television Industry

3.1. TV Contents Providers

(1) Current Situation

Broadcasting industry can be categorizing into broadcasting on air, cable, satellite, program producer,

and etc. In a TV industry KBS, MBC, SBS and EBS are the major player which provide the TV

content and produce. T-DMB players are KBS, SBS, MBC, YTN, Korea DMB, and YooWon Media.

Total number of integrated players is 107 and decreasing. The reason is company closing their

business is increasing and M&A among the players. Also the total number of Cable Company which

hooks up the program is 696 and decreasing also. Satellite broadcasting companies are TU media and

Korea Digital Satellite Broadcasting Company.

[Figure 08] Number of Player in Broadcasting Industry 10)

The total Number of Channel is increasing, but the hook up broadcasting is decreasing.

[Figure 09] Number of Cable Hook up Company and Channel 11)

10) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
11) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
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(2) Market Share

[Table 02] Market Share of Broadcasting on Air 12)

The major player has almost one third of the total broad casting market share. The KBS is a leading

player among major three broadcasting company.

[Table 03] Market Share of MSO 13)

The chart shows the market share of the MSO. Important thing is that CJ catching up the TBroad.

The Major players have 45% of total MSO. Oligopoly situation becomes more stable.

[Table 04] Market Share of MPP 14)

If the company owns more than 2 Channels it regarded as a MPP. CJ has 19 channels. M.net,

Nonstop, my m.net, CGV, XTM, CJ Home shopping are the main Channels of CJ. The Major 5 MPP

Market Share is almost one third.

12) Korea Broadcasting Commission, 2007
13) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
14) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
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(3) The Program Producing.

[Figure 10] Current Status of Content Producing 15)

This chart she that how much they spend on the program. The outsourcing ratio is different from

players to players. In a cable TV industry the percentage of self producing is different widely. Some

players produce 100% of their broadcasting. However, the average overall is under 50%. The contents

they provide is almost outsourced.

(4) Current HDTV Situation

[Figure 11] HD Contents Producing Situation 16)

As we all know about HDTV, HDTV provide high quality program to the customer. The signal sent

by provider will be limited to HDTV in near future. Therefore, the providers are increasing the

portion of the HD program. In year 2006 the HDTV broadcasting in details are shown at the char

below.

[Table 05] HD Program Share in Detail 17)

15) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
16) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
17) Korea Broadcasting Commission. 2007
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(5) IPTV

IPTV is very controversial technology; the reason is that a conversion of broadcasting industry and

broadband industry want to be main player in the IPTV industry. We can watch TV through the

internet simultaneously if we visit the provider web site. However, the real IPTV which we can watch

from not computer screen but through the TV which is located in a living room is not widely spread.

The regulation is not already settled perfectly. IPTV Service success will defend on the real-time

providing content such as KBS, MBC, SBS and the other original contents provider and re-providing

the content of the original. According to the IT research company Atlas, the consuming behavior of

IPTV and preference style of content is watching re-providing content.

3.2. Manufacturer

In the view of digitalization of television, the most important hardwares are DTV(Digital Television)

and digital STB(Set-Top-Box).

DTV is the equipment which can play digitalized movie or sound. On the other hand, the role of

digital STB is converting digital signals which are received from Terrestrial wave, satellites , cables

and lan lines into signals which can recognized by TV.

Without certain investments of broadcasting stations and policies of government , equipment

manufacturers lead the domestic market of DTV in Korea.

(1) Market Analysis

As digitalization of television spreads over the world, the stagnant demand for TV will grow rapidly.

According to the market experts, the size of TV market will be up to two hundred million in 2010.

[Figure 12] The Prospect for World TV Market 18)

In the Europe, EC(Europe Community) demanded that EU member countries switch from analog TV

to digital TV. It affects on the number of DTV sets in use in EU.

Moreover, according to American CEA(Consumer Electronics Industry), the share of digital TV in the

whole TV market will be up from 20.6% in 2005 to 100% in 2011. It will be caused by the law

which forced to insert tuner for DTV into televisions.

18) SERI. 2004. p14
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[Figure 13] The Diffusion Rate of DTV 19)

Unlike American or European DTV market, in Korea, DTV was popularized only about three million.

This numerical value means only 17.8% of total TV market share. In addition to that, the number of

DTV, which can receive HD broadcastings, is just about one million.

The first reason of this result is the argument about receiving methods in 2002~2004. It caused delay

of the spread of DTV. The second is the customer's low interest rate on DTV in Korea.

In the STB area, with the progress of digitalization of television, the market of digital STB is in the

limelight. The structure of STB market can be separated into two area, the open market and the

closed market as follow figure.

[Figure 14] The Structure of STB Market 20)

The open market is similar to the common retail market. In this type of market, manufactures provide

products, then customers choose products they want to buy. On the other hand, in the closed market,

broadcasting companies select providers in advance, then these providers supply equipment.

According to Gartner, which is the market research company, the size of STB market in the world

decreased continuously until 2006. This result is regarded as the temporary situation which is caused

by overheated competition of DTV market and the delayed switching to the digitalization of TV.

In 2007, on the other hand, the STB market size will increased sharply for the growth of IPTV.

Korean manufacturers have increased the production of STB steadily, on the other side, the domestic

demand for STB have decreased gradually. It means that size of STB exports is growing continuously,

although the Korean domestic market meets economic depression.

19) Mindbranch Asia Pacific. 2006. p11, p21
20) IITA. 2002
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[Figure 15] The Current Situation of STB Market 21)

[Figure 16] The Market Situation of D-STB 22)

(2) Major Manufacturer

In considering the small size of Korean DTV market, Korean DTV manufacturers concentrate on

export of DTV product and related equipment. They have strong competitiveness in the DTV

technologies.

According to NPD group, which is the market research company, Samsung Electronic recorded No. 1

in the sales volume of US DTV market in 2006, which is the largest market in the world.

[Figure 17] The Market Share of US DTV 23)

In the flat panel display TV market, Samsung Electronic has two strategies as the leading company.

The first is "Full Lineup" strategy which is different from "All In" strategy which are used in

Japanese companies - Sony, Panasonic and Sharp. "Full Lineup" strategy emphasizes on both LCD and

PDP TV. On the other hand, "All In" strategy emphasizes on just one flat panel display TV, LCD or

PDP.

21) RNDBIZ. 2007. p9
22) RNDBIZ. 2007. p11
23) NPD. 2007
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At the initial stage, Japanese companies held a dominant position in the flat panel display TV market.

However, Samsung Elcectronic caught up with Japanese companies by conquering both LCD and PDP

TV market as No. 1. The other strategy is "Premium". By making the recognition that Samsung

Electronic makes high quality DTV in customer's mind, this company make sure certain profit in the

competitive DTV market.

In the field of STB, Korean small and medium sized companies have the high market share in the

world. According to industry experts, Korean STB manufacturers will possess 25% share of world

market which is expected about 6.7 billion US dollars.

Humax is the representative manufacturer in Korean STB industry. In the view of the sales, this

company stands unchallenged in the global market as well as in the Korean market. In 2006, its

annual sales volume was about 655 billion US dollars which is increased by 6% compare to the sales

volume of 2005. Humax has 12 marketing corporations, 6 production bases and 2 R&D centers on all

parts of the world. Based on this global organizations, This company is ranked the first place as

36.7% of the STB market share in UK. This value was double of Fusion's which is the representative

domestic company in UK.

3.3. Regulations

(1) Korean Television regulation.

1) Entire regulation overview

In Korea, there are many regulations about TV industry. According to this picture, this fact can be

certificated. The main regulation areas are communication and broadcasting because it talked about

technical and contents prospect.

[Figure 18] Structure of entire regulations in IT industry24)

Policy and support by MIC can give effect on the entire industry, thus the power of MIC is biggest

in IT area. In addition, KCC and KBC, and MCT also support the role of MIC. These 5 regulators

do similar functions in a certain part, there are some inefficient conflict among them.

24) MIC. 2007
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2) Regulation about communications

One of the major regulators is MIC which stands for ministry of information and communication

republic of Korea. Its main history was like that

1981: Found the Korea Telecom Authority

1991: 1st Restructure Communication Industry, competitive long-distance call

1992: Found Korea Communication community

1994: 2st Restructure Communication Industry(PCS, TRS)

1994: Extend their organization

1995: 3st Restructure Communication community(More competitive market, global competitive).

Through this history, MIC’s major five parts are information Policy, had to many things not only TV

industry. As a result, they made a certain, Communication policy and regulation, IT industry policy,

electronic Broadcasting Policy, and postal Service

However, MIC also can not solve these TV problems perfectly because of many works. Thus, they

made a KCC which stands for Korea communication commission including also communication part in

that area under Secretariat Of Korea Communications Commission.

[Figure 19] Organizational char of MIC 25)

With this special regulation, they can concentrate on communications only. Its main functions are

arbitration, inquiry, and investigation.

At first, it arbitrates arguments of telecommunication service carriers about dome block of provision of

facilities, array of facilities and prohibit about information related with the facilities. As a result, they

reduce the loss of consumer damage according to communication service.

Second, the KCC deliberates some issues among the carriers about establishment or competition. If so,

25) MIC. 2007
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MIC deliberates the argument to make them combine. As a result, the conflicts can be solved by

MIC. Finally, they investigate some carriers when KCC does not find something wrong to the carriers.

3) Regulation about broadcasting

The other axis of TV regulation is broadcasting because the main contents and technology of TV can

be done by broadcasting. In Korea, Korea Broadcasting Commission regulates these carriers.

Its main functions four. At first, they are in charge of policy about broadcasting policy - making and

operation. Second, they authorize licensing right, registration of licenses to makebetter broadcasters.

Third, they carry out regulation of broadcasting. Finally, they have personnel management for

consumer’s rights in public broadcasting companies. With these functions, they control all areas about

broadcasting.

Its brief history is like that

1990 : Permit private broadcasting, competition(changing laws)

1992 : Start total cable broadcasting commission(entrance of CATV)

2000 : 1st Korea broadcasting commission

2003 : 2st Korea broadcasting commission

4) Limitation of regulation in changing society.

Although these two regulations exist, there are many problems about regulations because the

environment is changing without following its regulation. The major reasons why it has troubles in

control the industry.

First thing is that they weaken traditional regulation according to digital development. By this

development, established regulation based on a certain technology is useless.

Second thins is the limitation to convergence. In these days, communication and broadcasting are

mixed. Communications technologythrough broadcasting can be possible, then broadcasting through

communication is also possible. However, the regulations between KCC and KBC are similar to these

parts together, so they have trouble.

Final thins is limitation of contents regulation. By developing networks technology, carriers can send

same contents with different ways. However, regulation depends on contents only, so they do not

know how to control this new issue. That’s the reason why Korea Broadcasting Communications

Convergence Commission became. Like that trend, TV regulation should change its policy toward IT

industry.
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5) Regulation problem : IPTV

[Figure 20] Trend of regulations related to IPTV26)

Through IPTV, many regulations show the problem due to their similar functions. Korea already had

IPTV technology in 2003, thus the carriers wanted to start its business about IPTV. However, KCC

and KBC could not make a mutual agreement. They did effort to make a certain solution. In 2004 the

last half of year, some companies like KT(Home&TV) and published IPTV entrance plan. From 2004,

MIS has started BcN business (Step 1: ’04~’05 years, Step 2: ’06~07 year) with KBC objection,

Terrestrial broadcasting delayed the participation. In 2006.8, MIC and KBC agreed IPTV sample

business through founding system and consortiums, they planed to start IPTV service at 2006. 12.

Although these effort, they not have solved the conflict between KCC and KBC with enough

technology.

3.4 Expectation of Broadcasting Market

(1) Broadcasting contents market

1) Characteristics of broadcasting contents

Experience goods①

Contents of broadcasting are typical example of experience good, so it’s almost impossible to measure

before experiencing. People can estimate it effectiveness after watching movies, drama, and news. That

causes uncertainty of information in nature. The maker or provider could not expect how much money

it can earn in advance. In contrast, cost of contents is easy to measure. A provider can compute

expenses, facility cost, and salary.

Bandwagon effect②

If, as the user of a specific commodity is increasing, the effectiveness of existing user might be large,

people call this "Network Effect." The representative examples are software and telecommunication

service. For instance, as user of telephone service is increased, existing people can contact with more

26) MIC. 2006
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user, this results to increase effectiveness. Because of network effect, if you assume that one popular

service is not compatible with other less-popular services, other effect which is called tipping effect

occurs. In addition, if people register a specific service, it’s hard to exchange service provider, because

there exit a big switching cost, which is lock-in effect. This effect can occur in broadcasting contents.

More specific contents user can result more probability to increase market power. In case of movie, if

an audience is getting larger, it’s subject to happening herding of demand, so do TV programs. In

economics, we call it ‘bandwagon effect’ which is similar with network effect.

Semi-public goods③

In contrast to general good, contents of broadcasting have non-exclusiveness and non-rivalry, which

result in public goods. By the definition of exclusiveness, if one consume a commodity, then others

are not able to facilitate it. However, in case of national defense, water, and air, which are public

goods, people cannot prohibit a specific person to let not to use. Contents can be offered to lots of

user, and it has partial non-exclusiveness at the same time.

In addition to exclusive property of contents, it has non-rivalry which means that one consume a

specific commodity does not affect others. This comes from the extremely low marginal expense of

contents. If there’s an additional film, a marginal cost which is equal to make an additional copy film

is so low compare with initial cost.

Scale of economics④

To produce a broadcasting content, it’s required a tiny incremental cost compare to up-front fixed cost.

A first copy of new contents request an enormous expense, but to supply an additional copy, little

cost is required. Therefore, this means people can decrease average cost by increasing scale, which is

called economy of scale. According to scale of economics, it’s advantageous for contents provider to

get user as more as possible.

Conclusion⑤

According those characteristics of broadcasting contents, people can’t avert from uncertainty of demand.

Therefore, to reduce the risk, vertical integration can be strongly adopted. For example, movie maker

can get a movie theater by vertical integration to offer enough screen to market. Simultaneously,

horizontal integration can be another solution to release risk. Because, imagine that movie maker owes

few movie theater, it may be not helpful to have few horizontal assistants, the greater horizontal is

implemented, the greater effective would be archived. Also, to achieve scale of economics, it’s apt to

integrate vertically such as major MSO. For example, one of major contents provider, ‘CJ

Entertainment Company’ integrated ‘CGV’ which is a movie theater company in Korea.

(2) Manufacturers’ market

1) Advent of new broadcasting system

Thanks to a development of ALL-IP network, which is an integration of network convergence, or

BcN, it’s expected to appear broadband multimedia service. First, this movement is catalyzed by
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development of technology and environment.

Second, the structure of broadcasting market is also moving towards to convergence. These days,

state-of-the-art TV such as DTV and IPTV support bi-directional communication and MPVD

(Multi-channel Program Video Program Distribution). Third, the necessity of new source of making

revenues requested. Therefore, convergence is accelerated to make revenue by creating new source.

Those causes may affect to replace current TV system into new candidates.

2) New equipment

DTV①

[Figure 21] Example of SD, HD, Full-HD 27)

[Figure 22] Broadcasting schedule according to region 28)

Digital Set-top box②

27) LG eletronics
28) LG eletronics
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[Figure 23] Recent trend and expectation of digital set-top box market29)

IPTV③

[Figure 24] IPTV user expectation in the world30)

[Figure 25] IPTV market size expectation31) [Figure 26] Domestic IPTV market expectation32)

29) KISDI, 2007-9-17
30) isupply. 2007
31) MRG. 2005
32) ETRI. 2005
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[Figure 27] Change of broadcasting system33)

In conclusion, IPTV is the most powerful candidate in new broadcasting system and we can expect

Korean IPTV market by analyzing the trend of developed countries.

3) IPTV expectation in developed countries

The United States①

present IPTV marketⒶ
In March, 2006, FiOS broadband service is offered among 15 states based on FTTH concept. In first

quarter in 2006, it’s supplied channel service, on-demand, interactive service among 7 states. SBC

launched optical broadband home pass service based on FTTH method, and they expect to gather

1800 million housed in their customers.

IPTV market expectationⒷ
According to Gartner, it’s expected that the customers of IPTV would be increased 110% CAGR

from 2005 to 2010 and market share will be 0.2% to 8.6%. This positive expectation is based on

supply of IPTV infrastructure and deregulation, and appealing of IPTV service to customers.

[Table 06] IPTV subscriber expectation in U.S. (2005~2010)34)

United Kingdom②

present IPTV marketⒶ
In UK, IPTV service was offered from 2000 by Video Networks and Kingston Communications, the

33) KISDI
34) Gartner. 2006
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brand of services are Home choice and KIT respectively. Total customers are estimated 40,000 users,

and leading company, or BT, would launch service from 2006 summer, which accelerates the new

service in market. In 3rd quarter in 2005, total subscribers who are using digital broadband service

are estimated 1,650 houses, which is equal to 66% of total customers and 96.5% of MVPD users.

[Table 07] Expectation of IPTV users in U.K.(2006~2010)35)

IPTV market expectationⒷ
According to Gartner, it’s expected that the customers of IPTV would be increased 116% CAGR

from 2006 to 2010 and market share will be 0.3% to 7.3%. Their judgment is relying on the

participation of leading company BT and assistance of government.

Europe③

present IPTV marketⒶ
It’s premature what IPTV is in Europe. In France, France Telecom, liad SA, and Neuf Cegetel

occupied 1.6 million users. In Spain, Telefonica has 0.3 million users. In Germany, Deutsche

Telekon adopted IPTV service recently.

IPTV market expectationⒷ
According to Gartner Group, they estimate the 3.3 million users would use IPTV service at the end

of 2007. In 2008, they expect user would be doubled compared to that of 2007. Also they expect

market size of Europe is to 17 million subscribers in end of 2010.

4) Entry of manufacturer into contents market

Current telecommunication market size is saturated. A lot of new companies participated

telecommunication market, so total revenue would be halted. However, they may try to enter new

motivated market contents market.–

[Table 08] Analysis and expectation on telecommunication market36)

35) Gartner. 2006
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4. Suggestions

4.1. In the view of Contents Providers

The technology and provider has to follow the regulation because TV broadcasting industry is regulated

industry. However, the tendency of industry and suggestion can be made!

(1) Content Production Out-Sourcing–

More, Out-Sourcing production of content, as HDTV technology take a place of main standard of

broadcasting the customer quality expectancy of content is increasing. Tomeet this need, the more

content have to be made by out of company, in this year, the out-sourcing ratio of content of MBC

was more than self production. It show the how the trend will be changed. Most of program has to

be out-sourced to the special production company.

(2) IPTV

The IPTV provider must provide re-broadcasting real time broadcasting of Major content provider.

With only the out-dated content, industry can not meet with customer satisfaction. Moreover, the

Conversion such as TPS strategy is recommended and M&A between the firms.

4.2. In the view of Equipment Manufacturer

(1) DTV Manufacturer

In the DTV market, Korean manufacturers have to analyze the market situation and trend. The DTV

industry is affected seriously by policies and laws of nations and the development of technologies.

Also, the market demand has increased sharply. In these situations, manufacturers need to adjust on

the new market environment.

In the TV market, in fact, no one was in the first place uninterrupted. As new technologies were

introduced to the TV market, the owner of the hegemony was changed.

[Figure 28] The New Competition in TV Industry 37)

In the initial stage of TV, RCA led the TV market. In 1940, RCA standardized their TV type through

NTSC(National Television System Commitee). However, Sony got the first place in the TV market by

36) KISDI
37) SERI. 2004. p14
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trinitron typed CRT in 1968. Sony overcame RCA's CRT by developing their own CRT. Paradoxically,

however, its excellent CRT technologies delayed developing LCD and PDP technologies. Therefore,

Samsung Electronic, as a leading company in the current TV market, has to be fit for the change of

market environment and appearance of new technologies immediately.

(2) STB Manufacturer

Now, STB technologies are expanding their area which is just receiving signals from terrestrial wave,

satellite and cable line to adding its own high technology functions and two-way networks. The

domestic STB manufacturers in Korea have to recognize this trend and prepare new change of market

situation.

[Figure 29] STB Trend Map 38)

Although the domestic market size for STB is very small, Korean STB manufacturers have to maintain

the current market share in the world as technology leaders. If STB manufacturers in Korea check the

Chinese companies effectively, the current market situation is very profitable for them, because the

market want the STB with high technologies.

4.3. In the view of Government and Regulator

Korea wants to develop their IT industry more. Regulation must be solved to make this goal. In

regulation, they need convergence and simple regulation. Many regulators have similar and overlapping

functions such as KCC(MIC)and KBC. In addition, they should weaken regulation to improve our

communication and broadcasting industries. Too large regulation can not grow TV industry. Total

market size and power against other countries come from competitive according to big competition.

MIC and KBC should concentrate on this sight to develop their carriers’ strength.

Next, they should change their industry structure from vertical structure to horizontal structure. In cable

TV, consumers can receive the contents from certain SO providers. SO has big power to control

companies which are affected by them. To block this monopolisticpower, regulators do their job like

licensing and permission. If this communication and broadcasting industries can be converged into

38) RNDBIZ. 2007. p18
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Internet technology, contents and network layer can become horizontal structure. In Internet service, all

providers become division of structure, so users can access all web sites through any communication

technology.

[Figure 30] The trend of changing industry structure39)

As a result of these efforts, Anyone can enjoy all contents through all networks with no interruption

5. Summary

Television industry affected to the whole society during 20C. The effects of television will be changed

according to the change of related technologies and market trends. HDTV, CATV and IPTV are competing

each other in these days, but they will be converged in the one service in the future. As students in

school of IT business in ICU, we must notice those change and have to pay attention to catch up the

market and have to be able to create the new market.

Our team appreciate the opportunity to attend Prof. Park's wonderful lectures during one semester. Thank

you so much.

39) SERI. 2007
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